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Abstract
The e�ect of changing the input goal coordinates to
a real vehicle�s position control system is examined
here� Such inputs provide motoring speed�torque sig�
nals� based upon local sensor information and the po�
sition of the global target� with little regard for the
vehicle dynamics� In this article mobile robot path
planning parameters are related to the application
of correct� general control laws� The derivation of
desired velocity�torque signals which feed a vehicle�s
speed�torque controller and conform to the velocity
and acceleration limits of the vehicle is presented�
A trajectory planner which produces correct displace�
ment� velocity and acceleration pro�les as a function
of time is derived� These trajectories drive the vehi�
cle to its target� while always keeping within the de�
�ned safe operating acceleration � velocity limits�

� Introduction

In the past the issues of so called �higher level path
planning� and �low level control� have usually been
treated as separate issues ��� ��� The philosophy pre�
sented here is that e	cient mobile robot trajectory
execution� can only result from a path planning algo�
rithm which takes into account the 
lower level� mo�
tor dynamics of the vehicle concerned� The �rst aim
of this article is to relate mobile robot path planning
parameters to the application of a correct control
law� Inspiration is taken from the work by Daniel E�
Koditschek ��� as a control law for a large tracked
mobile vehicle is derived from considerations of its
total energy�

The second aim is to provide provably correct desired
position� velocity and acceleration signals� so that
the velocity and acceleration limits of the vehicle are
never exceeded� This is done to make the controller�s
job easier in transferring desired target vectors into
actual vehicle positions�

Section � begins by considering the energy of a vehi�
cle moving under the in�uence of an arti�cial spring
force� which pulls it towards its target� With the

application of Lagrange�s equation� provably correct
desired speed or torque controllers are derived� which
take into account the mass of the vehicle� as well as
the imaginary� attractive spring constant and damp�
ing constraints� The controllers are also derived to
account for limitations in a vehicle�s speed or torque
capabilities� It will be demonstrated that if a speed
controller is used to guide a vehicle� then acceleration
as well as position feedback should be used within
the overall control system� Similarly a torque con�
troller requires velocity as well as position feedback
for correct position control�

To estimate the actual acceleration in the speed con�
trol system� section  demonstrates the use of an
inertial measurement unit �IMU� and explains the
transformations necessary to refer accelerations to
a common navigational coordinate frame� Section
� demonstrates the advantages of acceleration feed�
back and shows results which indicate a faster re�
sponse than position only feed back systems� when a
vehicle tracks step input changes�

Section � shows an experimental analysis to derive
a safe operating area within which a vehicle�s tra�
jectory planner should operate within acceleration �
velocity space� The step input analysis of section
� is taken a stage further in section � as complete
pro�les of acceleration� velocity and position� which
operate within the allowable acceleration � velocity
space� are produced� Finally some results are shown
which demonstrate the path following capabilities of
each wheel� under the proposed algorithm�

� Lagrangian Formalism

Here� a correct desired speed or torque signal for in�
put into the corresponding speed or torque controller
of a vehicle will be derived� The desired signal will be
derived taking into account a vehicle�s mass and an
attractive force function towards its target� Consider
a potential function � which assigns a scalar value
to every position surrounding the mobile vehicle� and
vanishes uniquely at the target with position vector



xd� i�e� ��xd� � �� The imaginary potential energy
of the mobile vehicle is � and its kinetic energy T is
given by�

T �
�

�
M �xT �x ���

where M represents the total mass of the mobile ve�
hicle and �x its velocity vector� The total energy pos�
sessed by the vehicle is � given by�

� �
�

�
M �xT �x� � ���

All non�conservative �dissipative� forces Fext which
act on the mobile vehicle are given by the Lagrange
equation�

d

dt

�
��T � ��

� �x

�
�
��T � ��

�x
� Fext ��

which results in the expression�

Fext �M �x�r� ���

In equation �� r� is the total force function which is
perpendicular to � at all points in space�

To arrive at a linear control law� a quadratic Hooke�s
law function can be used��

� �
�

�
K��x� xd�

T �x� xd� ���

From equation ��

r� � K��x� xd� ���

From Lagrange�s equation � Fext is by de�nition dis�
sipative� To arrive at a controller which introduces
damping into the otherwise oscillatory mass�spring
system� let�

Fext � �K� �x ���

the negative sign indicating dissipation� �x the veloc�
ity vector of the mobile vehicle and K� a positive
constant�

��� Speed�Torque Signal Derivation

The equilibrium force equation � can be used to de�
rive a control law for a mobile vehicle� By substitut�
ing for r� �equation �� and Fext �equation �� into
the equilibrium force equation �� using the operator
s � �

�t
and rearranging� yields�

�x �
K�

K�

�
xd �

�
� � s�

M

K�

�
x

�
���

Hence by considering the total energy of a mobile ve�
hicle� when under the in�uence of an arti�cial spring

�Khosla and Volpe have shown that irrespective of the cho�
sen attraction function� it will approximate a quadratic cost
function anyway� as the vehicle approaches its target ���

type potential �eld� a control law results� namely
that the desired velocity signal to the motors should
be dependent upon both position and acceleration
feedback of the vehicle�

We note that a torque control law can also be de�
rived� If a motor produces a torque T � rm�x where
r is the radius of the driving wheels and m the mass
of the vehicle carried by each wheel� then ����

T � rK�

�
xd �

�
� � s

K�

K�

�
x�

�

K�

r�rep

�
���

Equation � shows that if torque control is preferred�
then the desired torque signal to the motors should
depend upon both the position and velocity of the
robot�

Equations � and � are general control laws since no
assumptions about the vehicle�s dynamics� in terms
of transferring �x �or T� into its position vector x�
have been made�

Before a realistic analysis of the controller suggested
by equation � can be carried out� a further constraint
must be imposed� The velocity signal �x can assume
any values� dictated by xd� x� In reality of course�
a real vehicle cannot travel at any speed and will
be limited to �U m�s say� We can take this into
account� by replacing the linear ampli�er with gain
K��K� �equation ��� with a non�linear ideal satura�
tion with the same gain but saturation levels of �U�
The same is also true for torque controlled motoring�
in that the non�linearity would produce a saturated
torque signal� With this inclusion� we can consider
the response of the motor dynamics to unbounded
velocity �or torque� signals� since the speed controller
now restricts the motor inputs� Hence a realistic con�
trol loop which models the derived velocity control
law is shown in �gure ��
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Figure �� A non�linear control system representing
the derived velocity control law� The linear region
within the saturation element has gradient K��K��

Based on the vehicle�s energy and a Lyapunov sta�
bility analysis� it can be shown that any realistic
system� which adopts the controller of equation ��
and the speed�torque restrictions given above� will

��realistic� meaning a system with low pass frequency
characteristics�



be globally asymptotically stable� with respect to the
given target vector xd ����

� Estimation of Vehicle Accel�

The speed control algorithm of �gure �� requires an
estimate of the actual acceleration vector �x� The use
of a low cost� strap�down inertial measurement unit
�IMU� is investigated for this purpose��

The implementation of �gure � requires target vec�
tors xd� the actual position of the vehicle x and its
acceleration vector �x� to be de�ned in a common
navigation frame� This requires a transformation be�
tween the vehicle frame� in which the accelerations
from the IMU are measured� and the common navi�
gation frame� Consider the navigation frame n rep�
resented by the orthogonal axes North �N�� East �E�
and Down �D� ��gure ��� The second coordinate sys�

x y

z
Vehicle frame r

φ

ψ

θN E

D

Navigation Frame n

Figure �� Relationship between the navigation
frame n and the Vehicle frame r for transforming
measured accelerations�

tem r is attached to the vehicle and is aligned with
the axes of the IMU sensor�

The vehicle�s orientation is given by the  Euler an�
gles roll ���� pitch ��� and yaw ���� These angles are
often derived from the integration of the measured
angular velocities about the x� y and z axes in the
vehicle�s frame� The IMU used here has internal in�
clinometers� which provide the Euler angles directly�
avoiding the need for numerical integration� If the
order of rotations in frame r is taken about z fol�
lowed by y followed by x� then the transformation
matrix relating the measured accelerations to those
in the navigation frame is given by ����

Cn
r �

�
� c�c� �c�s� � s�s�c� s�s� � c�s�c�

c�s� c�c� � s�s�s� �s�c� � c�s�s�
�s� s�c� c�c�

�
�

����
where c� � cos � etc� The measurements from the
IMU are the accelerations in the x� y� and z direc�
tions �frame r� and the angular inclinometer mea�
surements are �� � and ��

�the IMU used here is a third generation marine motion
sensor MRU��� developed by Seatex� actually designed for
underwater use� This is also fully functional for land based
applications	

The acceleration vector due to gravity is assumed
to act in the nD direction and the centripetal accel�
eration due to the earths rotation is ignored since
its value is practically immeasurable with a low cost
strap down sensor� as used here ���

� Advantages of Acceleration Feedback

The advantages of the acceleration feedback term in
�gure � will now be demonstrated� Depending on the
actual dynamics of the vehicle� its combination with
the non�linear saturation can cause limit cycle oscil�
lations� Adams has presented a detailed analysis of
the limiting values of the gradient of the saturation
K��K�� necessary to avoid oscillation ���� Knowl�
edge of the vehicle dynamics for the large� tracked
vehicle� used in these experiments� is limited and an
experimental analysis is used to demonstrate the ef�
fectiveness of the acceleration feedback term� The
left graphs in �gure  show a simple step input to
the steering unit� and resulting angular motionwhich
would result if a perfect system were commanded to
rotate through ��o� A perfect response to this would
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Figure �� The response of a large tracked vehicle to
target vector inputs� In the right graphs� a large gain
K��K� was used to try and achieve a high response
speed�

vary with time as shown in the bottom left curve�

The right graphs show the actual response of the ve�
hicle for the chosen gain K��K� �chosen to achieve
a high speed of response� when no acceleration feed�
back is used� The oscillation about the �nal angle
is clearly visible and is an undesirable e�ect� If the
gain K��K� is lowered� just below the limit for sta�
ble oscillations� the graphs in the left side of �gure
� result� It can be seen that the vehicle reaches its
target� but rather slowly�

The graphs in the right side of �gure � show the re�
sults of running the control algorithm of �gure � with
the same high gain used to produce the right graphs
of �gure � This time the acceleration feedback signal
is also used� as suggested by the theoretical analysis
in section �� It can be seen that the desired change in



angular motion is reproduced almost perfectly as the
angular change occurs at high speed with no oscilla�
tions� The initially �non�obvious� acceleration feed�
back term allows the control algorithm to be imple�
mented to acknowledge the mass of the vehicle� The
improvement in the tracking performance is demon�
strated�
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Figure �� Slow and fast asymptotically stable re�
sponse of the tracked vehicle� The left hand graphs
show the result when K� � ��� and K� � ����
The vehicle asymptotically approaches its target but
the response speed is slow� The right hand curves
demonstrate the advantage o�ered by the accelera�
tion feedback as the response speed is increased�

� Maximum Accel� � Vel� Relations

If  T is the target vector update time� then�

�x �
�x�k�� �x�k � ��

 T
� �xl ����

The velocity vector �x found in part �� now referred
to as �x�k� must be limited to�

�x�k� � �xl T � �x�k � �� ����

where �xl is the allowable limiting acceleration for
the vehicle� This limit i� in general� a function of the
current vehicle�s velocity�

The vehicle used in this analysis was powered by
a large diesel IC engine� which is typically charac�
terised by a torque � power curve� Typical diesel en�
gines have a torque�force velocity curve which rises
with decreasing velocity� such as that shown in �g�
ure � for a vehicle with � gears ���� To obtain the
required acceleration versus velocity operating chart
for such a vehicle� an estimate of the tractive force
at the wheels�tracks must be determined� For real
vehicles this analysis is often idealised and prone to
large numerical errors� for example if a change of
lubricant or a mechanical component has occurred
���� Therefore tests were carried out to determine

Vel.0

Tractive Force

Constant Engine Power

1st Gear

2nd

3rd
4th

Figure �� A typical tractive force � velocity curve
for a diesel vehicle with � gears�

approximately the available forward acceleration at
di�erent vehicle speeds� The vehicle was manually
driven to maintain a constant speed� and at a par�
ticular point in time� full throttle was applied� to
attain maximum acceleration� which was then mea�
sured� These tests were repeated on �at terrain� in
a forward and reverse direction� and on inclined ter�
rain� The available acceleration for each tested speed
is shown in �gure ��� These curves represent the
characteristic curves required for smooth path pro�
duction with reachable velocities and accelerations�
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Figure �� Terrain� Flat Ground! Motion� For�
ward and Reverse�

The next step is to mathematically categorise �g�
ure �� in a conservative sense� so that new velocity
vectors are produced by the controller� which always

�Similar charts were recorded for up hill and down hill
motion� with obvious decreases and increases in available
accelerations�



obey inequality ��� where �xl is the maximum ac�
celeration available� at speed �x�k�� determined from
graph ��

� Restricted Accel� � Vel� Trajectory

Generation

Section � has provided an estimate of the safe op�
erating area in acceleration � velocity space� within
which all paths for each of the vehicle�s wheels�tracks
should be planned� Figure � shows the general form
of the safe operating area� It should be noted how�
ever� that if the tests are repeated� or if changes to
the vehicle are made �eg� new mechanical compo�
nents or even a change of lubricant�� the form of the
graphs remains� but the numerical limits can change
signi�cantly �changes of up to ��" were noted during
experiments�� Therefore� based on the �gures� a sim�
pli�ed and conservative operating area which limits
the maximum acceleration and velocity to only ��"
of those found by experiment in �gure � was used�
This is shown by the solid lines in �gure ��

Various trajectory generation techniques exist for
planning smooth paths between two points� subject
to velocity� acceleration� jerk and higher order time
derivative limits ���� Once a target vector is gen�
erated by the navigation algorithm� the individual
path pro�les for each track are calculated from the
vehicle kinematics� Instead of analysing the control
system with step inputs� correct pro�les �displace�
ment� velocity and acceleration versus time� are cal�
culated such that the safe operating area of �gure �
is used as optimally as possible� To make optimum
use of the safe operating area�� pro�les in accelera�
tion � velocity space which follow the Amax � Vmax
line should be generated� The problem here is that
pro�les with in�nite jerk result� a quantity which is
known to produce oscillations �����

Since new target vectors xd are generated at regu�
lar intervals� the initial experiments here� produce
simple pro�les with constant jerk� These pro�les are
shown in �gure �� from which the velocity pro�le is
used as the �x signal in �gure ��

If the acceleration pro�le from �gure � is plotted
against the velocity pro�le� on the operating chart of
�gure �� curves �shown dashed and dot�dashed� re�
sult below the acceleration � velocity limit lines� In
�gure �� the pro�les have been generated to achieve
the required displacement� and to touch the Amax
� Vmax limit line once� Subject to the conditions
of constant jerk� this trajectory produces an optimal
time path within the limits of the safe operating area�

�i�e� produce displacement pro
les which reach the target
in minimum time ���

�i�e� eliminating the time parameter�
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Figure �� Acceleration� velocity and displacement
pro�les produced under constant jerk conditions�

The advantage of this technique is that pro�les can
always be generated to meet the required target vec�
tor xd and that limits can be applied to limit the
acceleration and�or velocity further� if deemed nec�
essary by the navigation algorithm� This is demon�
strated in �gure � where a further pro�le in acceler�
ation � velocity space is shown �dotted curve� with
restricted acceleration and velocity�
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Figure �� Safe operating accel� � vel� space for
all vehicle path pro�les� The dashed curve shows a
trajectory with limited vel� ���� m�s�� The dashed �
dot curve shows a trajectory with limited accel� ����
m�s�� and the dotted curve shows a trajectory with
limited vel� ���� m�s� and accel� ��� m�s���



� Results

Figure � shows the actual trajectory followed by one
track� for the desired accel� � vel� � disp� pro�le of
�gure �� In this test no acceleration feedback was

Figure 	� Single track response to the desired veloc�
ity trajectory input of �gure �� when no acceleration
feedback is used�

used� and although the trajectory following phase
itself shows a good performance� a clear damped os�
cillation about the �nal position is evident�

Figure �� shows the results of the same test� when
acceleration feedback was used� A small oscillation

Figure �
� Single track response to the desired ve�
locity trajectory input of �gure �� when acceleration
feedback is used�

is evident in the braking phase of the displacement
pro�le� as the mass of the vehicle is used to correct
the feedback signal� Upon reaching the target the
track shows minimal recorded oscillation�

	 Conclusions
Based on considerations of the kinetic and arti��
cial potential energy of a vehicle� provable desired
speed�torque control algorithms have been designed�
and a speed control system has been tested� using
both step and derived smooth velocity pro�le in�
puts� The acceleration feedback term �in the case
of the speed control algorithm� has shown its ability
at reducing oscillations in position for both step and
velocity�time trajectory inputs� A faster possible re�
sponse time to step inputs was also noted�

A safe acceleration � velocity operating chart was ex�
perimentally derived which lies within the torque �
velocity characteristic curve of a given vehicle� A tra�
jectory generator was de�ned which produced con�
stant jerk pro�les in acceleration� velocity and dis�
placement which guaranteed that the desired input
signals would never exceed the acceleration � velocity
limits of that vehicle�

The issues addressed here have shown� that a ve�
hicle�s control system can operate much more e	�
ciently if the desired inputs are derived and condi�
tioned to take into account a vehicle�s mass� acceler�
ation and velocity limits�
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